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Abstract

Covid-19 has disrupted supply chains around the world, while political movements in the United States

and Europe that predate the pandemic have raised the prospect that we are once more living in a world where regionalism
and nationalism trump global integration of trade. China, meanwhile, has made it clear that it sees trade as a tool in its
political statecraft, a factor that has been keenly felt in the region. Nervous actors in the Indo-Pacific are looking to diversify
their trade away from China, but do nations in the region have many choices? What does this mean for Taiwan-Australia
trade relations? How does Taiwan’s ambiguous position in the international system relate to recent trade agreements? Where
do Taiwan and Australia, as mid-level powers, sit within the global trading order?
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Decades of optimism about China’s grow-

panies. What certainly is true it that the trade

ing economy and the opportunities it presents

war between China and the United States is

to the region are giving way to concern about

leading Taiwan to reconsider its previous strat-

overdependence on China’s central position

egy of offshoring much of its manufacturing

within supply chains and the economic heft

to the mainland, where U.S. tariffs have start-

Beijing can wield. Nowhere is this more keenly

ed to bite. Semiconductors produced by Tai-

felt than in Australia and Taiwan. China has

wanese companies are a critical part of high-

taken “measures” against Australia, slapping

tech manufracturing, so disruption to supply

tariffs on Australian wine and barley, and

chains in this area should be a concern to a

limiting imports of Australian beef, coal, and

wide number of international actors.

grapes. In Australia, these have been inter-

However, how much of a threat does Bei-

preted as a response to Canberra’s tendency

jing actually pose to these supply chains? In

to “push back” against China, whether on hu-

this special report, Roy Chun Lee, senior dep-

man rights or on Australia’s initially unilateral

uty executive director of the Taiwan WTO

call for an investigation into the origins of the

and RTA Center, explains that many in Tai-

COVID pandemic.

wan see calls by the government in Taipei to

Taiwanese analysts, too, are increasingly

keep China at arm’s length by onshoring and

concerned about their island’s trade “depen-

diversifying technology export markets while

dency” on China. In the agricultural sector, the

strengthening relations with the United States

mainland has also banned the import of Tai-

as “political rhetoric.” Taiwan is still, after all,

wan’s agricultural goods, namely pineapples,

dependent on sales to the Chinese market.

sugar apples, and wax apples. While Beijing

China hardly holds all the cards, however, as

claims biosecurity grounds for such restric-

Taiwanese semiconductor technology is some

tions, Chinese actions in this regard are widely

five to ten years ahead of that of Chinese man-

viewed among analysts as an attempt to un-

ufacturers. China and Taiwan, then, are in-

dermine support for the current government

terdependent, meaning that “if Beijing were

in Taipei, led by President Tsai Ing-wen.

to weaponise semiconductor trade to coerce

Indeed, there is ample speculation as to
whether China might start to target more

Taiwan, it could potentially harm China’s own
economic growth much more than Taiwan’s.”

critical sectors dominated by Taiwanese com-

However, the Covid-19 pandemic has dis-
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rupted global supply chains and has strengthened calls in

such as the European Union’s Carbon Border Adjustment

important markets such as the European Union and the

Mechanism (CBAM). Berry hints that the CBAM may

United States for nativist politics and notions such as “stra-

erode Australia’s much vaunted economic resilience once

tegic independence.” Within such a context, it is no wonder

steel produced in China from Australian iron ore are sub-

that medium-sized powers central to supply chains are re-

ject to penalties.

assessing their position within them. China is not alone in

While middle sized powers like Taiwan and Australia

this regard, but it too is pursuing its own “Made in China”

have less room to manoeuvre independently, there are sig-

and “whole-of-country” approaches to supply chain man-

nificant areas for cooperation between them, which may

agement. Lee sees a high degree of overlap between the sec-

help to mitigate these forces. “Australia seeks technolog-

tors that Australia and Taiwan are prioritising, noting that

ical cooperation with like-minded economies . . . and . .

“cooperation between Taiwan and Australia would appear

. Taiwan’s advanced manufacturers seek access to critical

to be the foundation for a complementary partnership en-

minerals,” so increased two-way trade between Australia

suring mutual participation in next-generation global sup-

and Taiwan would seem to be a sensible pathway to greater

ply chain structures.”

economic diversification for Australia. According to Berry,

Such bilateral cooperation is taken up further by Jon

multilateral frameworks such as the Asia Pacific Economic

Berry, Director for Market Access at the consultancy group

Cooperation forum, where officials from Taipei and Can-

Article Three. Like Lee, Berry notes that governments

berra have access to their counterparts from Beijing can

around the world have spared no expense in “increasing

continue to prove useful. Nevertheless, the lack of a prefer-

domestic manufacturing capacity and shoring up security

ential trade agreement between Taiwan and Australia con-

of supply for a range of essential goods and intermediate

tinues to be a barrier for Australian trade. Such a difference

inputs.” Australia too has adopted its “Critical Minerals

might well be alleviated by Taiwanese entry into the Com-

strategy, and Supply Chain Resilience strategy, which aim

prehensive and Progressive Agreement for Trans-Pacific

to boost investment in extraction and processing of critical

Partnership (CPTPP). According to Ching-Mei Maddock,

technology inputs (such as lithium and rare earths), and

CEO of the Australia Taiwan Business Council, “Taiwan’s

increase rates of domestic manufacturing, respectively.”

performance as a reliable, trustworthy contributor to the

are being set up across the globe,
with complex value chains becoming more regional than global, and
“Western governments increasingly
referencing the desire to limit supply chains to ‘like-minded partners’—thinly veiled code for uncoupling from China.” In such a world,
Australian exports may be hit by
both implicit punitive measures by
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global community, an international trader, and a key player in the global supply chain underlines the suitability of
Taiwan to contribute to the success of the CPTPP.” Indeed,
Taiwan has already legislated reforms in anticipation of its
accession to the agreement. There is very little doubt that
Taiwan will soon meet most of the criteria for membership.
In this respect Taiwan stands in clear contrast to China,
which has applied to join, but where significant doubts remain about its ability to reform practices around its stateowned enterprises to bring them in line with the CPTPP.
Maddock outlines a number of areas of complementarity between the Taiwanese and Australian economies that
she notes will be “supercharged” if Taiwan were to join the
CPTPP. Like Lee and Berry, she notes Taiwan’s central position in supply chains and its importance as a supplier of
advanced technology but notes that both Taiwan and Australia offer each other services in sectors such as finance.
Health-conscious Taiwanese consumers are also attracted
by the high quality of Australian produce, and the CPTPP
could give Australia an advantage in often fierce competition with American suppliers for the Taiwanese market.
Nevertheless, as Berry notes, “likely geopolitical fallout,”
that is, Beijing’s potential displeasure with a move to support Taiwan’s accession to the CPTPP, “will need to be understood and managed.”
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Global Supply Chain Reform and
Implications for Taiwan-Australia
Cooperation
Roy Chun Lee
Introduction
The current global supply chain structure stands at a

tract manufacturing” remains basically unchanged. This

critical juncture, and pressure to reform it was growing

suggests that countries like Taiwan will be the most direct

even before the Covid-19 pandemic. There were already

stakeholders to face the impact of the global supply chain

loud calls for re-shoring based on job-creation and eco-

reform. There will be new opportunities as well.

nomic security, and the pandemic has further amplified the
demand for supply chain restructuring by adding considerations of resilience. In 2021, the reform agenda has moved

Taiwan’s supply chain-focused economic
structure and integration with China

from political and economic debate to action plans, with
both the United States and European Union publishing

Taiwan’s economic structure has evolved to focus pri-

their official review on critical chain vulnerability. “Stra-

marily on supply chain participation. As demonstrated in

tegic autonomy,” a goal that China has been pursuing for

figure 1, 40 percent of Taiwan’s exports were final prod-

decades, is now also the norm for United States and the EU.

ucts in 1989. 25 years later, the proportion dropped to less

Taiwan’s economy is highly specialised in supply chain

than 10 percent in 2015, and was replaced by exports of

participation. A robust network of supply chain coopera-

components (39 percent) and semi-finished products (30

tion with U.S. and European clients was created some 60

percent), reflecting an uncompromising supply chain par-

years ago, and the establishment of the world’s first-gener-

ticipation structure.

ation Export Processing Zone (EPZ) in the south and port

After China introduced its “reform and open up” pol-

city of Kaohsiung in 1966 denotes a major milestone not

icy in 1981, Taiwanese business and their foreign clients

only for Taiwan’s economy but also for the operation of the

discovered a new economic continent and began to move

global supply chain as we know it today.

their supply chains to China. Since China joined the WTO

1

Sixty years later, although the content of cooperation

in 2001, its status as the “world’s factory” (that is, the axis

has moved from labour-intensive to information and

of the global supply chain) became more pronounced, and

communications technology, semiconductors, and other

Taiwan’s supply chain identity has also changed from a

high-tech products, and the location of manufacturing

situation where goods were “manufactured in Taiwan” to

has expanded from Taiwan to China and increasingly to

one where they were “manufactured by Taiwanese.” In the

ASEAN and beyond, the business model of “offshore con-

following 20 years, Taiwanese investment especially in the

Roy Chun Lee is the senior deputy executive director of the Taiwan WTO and RTA Center, CIER
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Figure 1: Changes in Taiwan’s export
products compositions

Changes in the composition of Taiwan’s export products (1989-2015)

Source: Ministry of Economic Affairs, 2017

“Taiwan’s supply chain identity has also changed from a situation
where goods were manufactured in Taiwan to one where they were
manufactured by Taiwanese.”
manufacturing sector to China increased significantly; at

Since the U.S.-China trade war started in 2018, a signif-

its highest peak in 2010, over 83 percent of Taiwan’s out-

icant return of Taiwanese manufacturing activities back to

bound investment went to China. Investment to China,

Taiwan has emerged. As indirect evidence, Taiwan’s exports

however, began to decline after 2010, and in 2019 commit-

to the United States increased 21 percent in 2018 compared

ted investment value was only half that of 2010.

to the previous year, and by 19 percent and 10 percent in

2

The level of Taiwan’s manufacturing capacity offshor-

2019 and 2020, respectively. In 2018, the United States

ing to China is reflected in a recent U.S. Congressional re-

again became Taiwan’s second largest trading partner next

search report, which finds that in 2019, while Taiwan firms

to China, surpassing ASEAN.4 One key factor contributing

received $140 billion in U.S. export orders, direct exports

to this growth is the return of China-based production to

from Taiwan to the United States stood at only $54.3 bil-

Taiwan to avoid punitive U.S. tariffs. The Taiwanese gov-

lion. The gap between export orders and the actual export

ernment has also introduced incentives to facilitate the re-

value has been widening since 2000 and reached its peak

location. According to Ministry of Economic Affairs data,

in 2017.

there has been over $30 billion in return investment in the

3

manufacturing sector between 2018 and 2020 under the

The first wave of supply chain re-configuration

incentive package.5
On the other hand, with tensions between Taiwan and
China continuing to escalate over the last five years, po-
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Figure 2: . U.S.–Taiwan Goods Trade
2000-2019

Source: CRS with data from the U.S. Bureau of Economic Analysis and the Taiwan Ministry of
Economic Affairs

litical debate in Taiwan surrounds one key issue: whether

economic security risks that Taiwan faces, or to the con-

or not Taiwan is facing serious economic risk in terms of

trary, whether it is an indication of China’s “supplier de-

dependency on China. Taiwan’s GDP growth in 2020 was

pendency” on Taiwan. Cross-strait trade is predominately

mainly underpinned by an increased trade surplus and do-

electrical machinery trade — it accounts for 64 percent

mestic investment. Exports increased to a record-breaking

of total exports. Semiconductors are the most important

4.9 percent in 2020, with China (Hong Kong included) re-

product item under this category, accounting for 78 per-

ceiving close to 44 percent of Taiwan’s exports, a 12 percent

cent of electrical machinery exports. As such, the 27 per-

increase from 2019. This makes China Taiwan’s single most

cent increase in semiconductor exports to China in 2020

important trading partner and a key source of its trade sur-

was the main factor underpinning the overall increase in

plus.

exports.

Many in Taiwan argue that trade dependency on Chi-

As such, insofar as economic security is concerned, the

na indicates that the current Democratic Progressive Party

risk for Taiwan appears to be limited. In particular, China’s

(DPP) government’s approach—keeping China at arms-

current domestic capacity can only supply somewhere be-

length while pursuing a closer alliance with the United

tween 15 to 20 percent of semiconductor demand, and this

States—is just political rhetoric. Taiwan, after all, needs

makes semiconductors from Taiwan (and South Korea) the

China for economic prosperity. There are calls to address

primary sources of supply underpinning China’s position

this high export concentration issue based on economic se-

as the global manufacturing powerhouse for semicon-

curity concerns. One key risk is that the current structure

ductor-enabled electronic products. This “reverse” depen-

may increase China’s ability to coerce Taiwan for political

dency structure means that if Beijing were to weaponise

benefit.

semiconductor trade to coerce Taiwan, it could potentially

The key question is whether trade concentration rep-

harm China’s own economic growth much more than Tai-

resents low resilience levels, over-dependence and other

wan’s. In fact, the “reverse” dependency structure is one of
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“This “reverse” dependency structure means that if Beijing were to
weaponise semiconductor trade to coerce Taiwan, it could potentially
harm China’s own economic growth much more than Taiwan’s.”
China’s primary strategic concerns and was a key driver of

a review of ten critical supply chains (in areas such as semi-

China’s semiconductor import substitution policy created

conductors, advanced batteries, public health, information

more than 20 years ago. Taiwan’s current trade structure

and communications, energy, transportation, and defence)

suggests that the threat of economic coercion is small. As

in February 2021, and proposed its first-stage recommen-

a major hub in global supply chains, the future orientation

dations in June.7 It is no surprise that semiconductors, the

of Taiwan’s trade relationship with China depends more on

supply chains of advanced performance batteries, key min-

other external factors, like the direction of U.S. policy to-

erals and materials, pharmaceutical products, and APIs

wards China and supply chain reform.

all create problems by relying too heavily on imports and
insufficient local production capacity. The elevation and

The rise of economic security considerations

strengthening of research and development resources and
cooperation with allies are also important recommendations that the U.S. government is going to pursue. The EU

Until recently, global supply chains have been estab-

also published the “EU Industrial Policy Update” in May

lished on the underpinning pillars of comparative advan-

2021, pointing out that there is a deep import dependency

tage, efficiency, and free trade. Unfortunately, mainstream

problem in the supply chains of many important materials

policy orientations have changed significantly across many

that are the source of economic vulnerability. This is seen as

governments in the last five years; to borrow the term of

affecting the core interests of the EU. Therefore, the report

the European Commission, an additional pillar of “Strate-

notes that it is necessary to improve European “strategic

gic Autonomy” has emerged as an equally important policy

autonomy” in key areas, including raw materials, batteries,

consideration. Although there is open and free trade, this

active pharmaceutical ingredients, hydrogen, semiconduc-

approach pays more attention to reducing dependence on

tors, and cloud and edge technologies,

imports and competitors for critical sectors.
The first element of the Strategic Autonomy approach

Strategic Guidance, the Biden administration has formally

is to achieve “strategic independence,” By reducing reliance

initiated “strategic competition” with China.8 A draft Stra-

on imports for critical sectors and to re-establish domestic

tegic Competition Act of 2021 passed by the U.S. Senate’s

substitution capacity. The United States and Europe both

Foreign Relations Committee in April 2021 (which is now

have two common priorities. One is the reorganisation of

integrated as part of the U.S. Innovation and Competition

the supply chains and the other is the localisation of key

Act in June 2021) intends to further accelerate the speed of

industries and the rebuilding of domestic manufacturing

U.S.-based supply chains, reducing their presence in China

capacity in those critical sectors. The United States initiated

by requesting U.S. overseas missions facilitate U.S. compa-
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nies embedded in global supply chains to relocate outside

position it as a manufacturer and are not willing to trans-

of China, and to identify new sources of supply. The con-

fer key technologies, especially those that China considers

tinuing trade war suggests the pressure for U.S.-based sup-

“choke points” for technology and industry development.

pliers in China to relocate will also remain.

Therefore, while continuing its strategy to attract invest-

9

These new strategies and approaches in the United

ments globally to maintain its position at the center of the

States and EU reflect not only changes in mindset but also

global supply chain, China also started an ambitious pro-

forces that are likely to push for more supply chain reforms.

gram to mitigate choke points some 20 years ago.10 China

The current structure of China serving as the “world’s fac-

still regards the independence of key technologies as an

tory,” which is traditionally considered a model of efficien-

important goal. The “Made in China 2025” policy that has

cy optimization, is increasingly seen by actors in the United

attracted much attention in recent years is the latest version

States and Europe as a major source of “risk maximization”

of this thinking, and the latest “14th Five-Year Plan” directs

that needs to be adjusted.

China to utilize the new generation of “Whole-of-Coun-

To this end, the Covid-19 Pandemic further underscores

try” approach to accelerate breakthroughs in key technical

the issue of import dependency and the lack of resilience,

areas to achieve the goal of self-sufficiency, ensuring Chi-

which reinforces the justification and support of re-shoring

na’s strategic autonomy.

and other “de-centralization” policies that involve a major
restructuring of the global supply chain.
It is of note, ironically, that China is in fact the pioneer

The implications for Taiwan and future
cooperation with Australia

and predecessor of policies of strategic autonomy. China
has long known that Western countries are only willing to

For Taiwan, there are several key implications of this sit-

TSMC’s foundry in Taichung City Source: Vidpen / Shutterstock.com
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“In the long run, both investment
and investment-led trade between
Taiwan and China will likely
decline. Taiwan may be able to
leverage this situation to secure its
position in the new supply chain.”
uation. First, pressure to diversify supply chains will likely
increase for those companies that are currently located in
China with a majority of U.S. clients. In the long run, both
investment and investment-led trade between Taiwan and
China will likely decline. Taiwan may be able to leverage
this situation to secure its position in the new supply chain.
Second, as all major economies are pursuing similar
“import substitution” policies on semiconductors, Taiwan’s

other cooperation agreements concluded between Taiwan
and Australia in the following years.
Moreover, there is a high degree of overlap between Taiwan and Australia’s priority sectors. The Australian government has identified six sectors of competitive strength and
strategic priority: advanced manufacturing, cybersecurity,
food and agribusiness, medical technologies and pharmaceuticals, mining equipment, technology and services,
and oil, gas, and energy resources.11 For Taiwan, there is a
special program for promoting the Six Core Strategic Industries, namely advanced semiconductors and the “artificial intelligence of things,” cybersecurity, precision health
industries, defence and strategic industries, green and renewable energy industries, and national stockpile related
industries. To this end, cooperation between Taiwan and
Australia would appear to be the foundation for a complementary partnership ensuring mutual participation in
next-generation global supply chain structures.

semiconductor-led exports to China and elsewhere will
likely decline as well. Foundries such as the Taiwan Semiconductor Manufacturing Company can mitigate these
challenges by diversifying production facilities globally, but
the impact on Taiwan’s trade surplus and GDP growth will
be significant. This suggests that instead of worrying about
trade concentration, Taiwan should concentrate on defining strategies for and finding solutions to these structural
changes that are unfolding rapidly.
For Taiwan to maintain its economic growth, a key
area will be maintaining its technology leadership through
research and innovation. A particular focus for future bilateral collaboration between Taiwan and Australia is to
foster next-generation talent pools. A scientific cooperation agreement between the Australian Academy of Technological Sciences and Engineering and Taiwan’s National
Science Council (now the Ministry of Technology and Innovation) was signed and then revised in 2004. Under the
auspices of this framework agreement, there were several
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Taiwan and Australia: Navigating an
Evolving Global Trading Order
Jon Berry

The flags of Australia and Taiwan Source: Adobe Stock

Complementary Economic Partners:
Taiwan and Australia

the list of Australian exports, and computers, telecommunications equipment and bicycles featuring strongly as
exports of Taiwan. Services trade and two-way investment

As open, outwardly focused trading economies, Austra-

flows are growing, but from a lower base.1

lia and Taiwan have more in common than may be evident

Looking a little deeper, more similarities are revealed.

at first glance. Both hold populations in the mid-twenty

Both economies are key sources of critical inputs relied

millions, and both are generally considered to be high-in-

upon by the most important twenty-first century indus-

come economies. Obvious differences in trading capabili-

tries. Without Australia’s critical mineral supply (of iron

ties reflect a high degree of complementarity between the

ore, coking coal, lithium and rare earths) and Taiwan’s

economies.

bleeding edge microchip fabrication capacity, key glob-

In 2020, Taiwan was Australia’s 12th largest trading

al technology, renewable energy, and defence industries

partner, and ninth largest goods export market. Two-way

could grind to a halt. These critical positions in the world’s

goods trade was valued at AUD $16.1 billion, with resourc-

value chains bring significant economic benefits, but also

es (coal, iron ore, LNG, aluminium, and copper) topping

competitive strategic pressures.

Jon Berry is Director - Market Access at Article Three (articlethree.com.au)
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Electronic circuit board production Source: Adobe Stock

A copper mine head in NSW Australia Source: Adobe Stock

“Without Australia’s critical mineral supply and Taiwan’s bleeding
edge microchip fabrication capacity, key global technology, renewable
energy, and defence industries could grind to a halt.”
One final similarity between Taiwan and Australia is the

mies since at least the end of the Second World War. Com-

degree to which both are vulnerable to actions—both eco-

parable political developments have also been observed in

nomic and strategic—taken by larger global powers. Navi-

other parts of the world, including Central and Western

gating the post-COVID world order will rely on the ability

Europe, South Asia, and Latin America. Questioning the

of both players to leverage advantages, grow networks of

benefits of globalisation and free trade and seeking to pro-

interdependence, and navigate the forces of economic na-

tect national industries and re-shore manufacturing has

tionalism that are increasingly becoming a defining feature

become more and more common.

of this era.

COVID has exposed the depth and vulnerabilities of
global interconnectedness. Supply chain disruptions and

Failing Consensus, Fracturing Value Chains

problematic availability of essential goods—PPE and toilet
paper in the early days, followed by vaccines, shipping con-

Well before the arrival of COVID, governments in many

tainers, manufacturing inputs, and eventually almost ev-

parts of the world were casting doubt on the benefits of in-

erything else—have prompted many governments to turn

terconnected global markets. The Brexit vote and election

policy attention to increasing “self-sufficiency,” or at least

of U.S. President Donald Trump—both in 2016—reflected

diversifying supply sources.

growing resentment among many who felt left behind by

Australia has faced the additional impacts of Chinese

the forces of globalisation that had been reshaping econo-

trade policy actions taken against a swathe of export in-
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dustries, leading to parallel efforts to diversify markets for

domestic manufacturing, respectively. In mid-Novem-

Australian exports. As has been widely reported, Austra-

ber 2021, the federal government announced a new list

lian exporters of timber, lobster, barley, wine, coal, and

of critical technologies8—including genomics, quan-

copper have all found themselves partially or completely

tum tech, 5G and 6G, and AI—that will only be de-

excluded from the Chinese market.

veloped in cooperation with “like-minded countries.”

Trillions of dollars have now been committed by gov-

•

Taiwan’s efforts to both capitalise on the exodus of

ernments all over the world to increasing domestic man-

global manufacturers from mainland China that has

ufacturing capacity and shoring up security of supply for

been observed since former President Donald Trump

a range of essential goods and intermediate inputs. A far

applied punitive tariffs to Chinese goods and to man-

from exhaustive list of these measures includes:

age a large part of the global supply of state-of-the-art

•

The Biden Administration’s Executive Order on Amer-

microchips.9 Taiwanese (and Korean) semiconductor

ica’s Supply Chains, which seeks to revitalise domestic

manufacturers have established manufacturing facili-

manufacturing, identify supply chain risks (initial-

ties in the United States, in order to maintain access to

ly focused on semiconductors, batteries, and critical

the world’s biggest economy.

minerals, but then expanded to include health items,
food, and pretty much everything else).
•

China’s Made in China policy (released in 2015, but

ry barriers (for example, U.S. and EU environmental and

focused on targets to achieve by 2025), which includes

labour rules), as well as complex value chains becoming

ambitious self-sufficiency targets related to production

less global, and more regional, or even ideological. Western

of technology, renewable energy, and defence goods.

governments are increasingly referencing the desire to lim-

China’s Dual Circulation policy, in some ways an ex-

it supply chains to “like-minded partners”—thinly veiled

tension of Made in China. Aims to increase circula-

code for uncoupling from China.

3

•

The net effect of these policies is a global trading environment characterized by growing technical and regulato-

2

tion in the domestic market, reduce Chinese imports,
increase Chinese ownership of vertically integrated

Choosing a Supply Chain

value chains, and increase Chinese exports.

4

•

Growing European regulation of imports and in-

Up until around five years ago, many value chains—

creased support for domestic industries. These bar-

especially for the production of complex goods—had be-

riers include environmental measures (such as the

come truly global. For example, Apple’s iPhone 4 (circa

Carbon Border Adjustment Mechanism), and targeted

2010-11), which was nominally made in China, included

policy support including €2.9 billion in subsidies for

inputs from the United States, Korea, Japan, Germany,

battery manufacturing, and a proposed €100 billion

France, and many other places. Of the US $194 factory-gate

for a European Future Fund to support domestic chal-

value of a finished iPhone 4, just US $6.54 was reportedly

lengers to massive overseas tech firms.

added in China, with Korea contributing the lion’s share of

5

•
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Australia’s Critical Minerals strategy, and Supply Chain

over US $80.10 Automobile and even aircraft value chains

Resilience strategy,7 which aim to boost investment in

also became highly distributed, with many companies in

extraction and processing of critical technology inputs

multiple jurisdictions contributing a range of intermediate

(such as lithium and rare earths), and increase rates of

goods and services to make up finished goods.

Trade and Supply Chain Issues for Taiwan and Australia

“This era of global value
chains may be coming to an
end, increasingly replaced by
competing mega-networks of
production.”
However, this era of global value chains may be coming
to an end, increasingly replaced by competing mega-networks of production. A major McKinsey study11 found that
since 2013, value chains are becoming increasingly regional and less global, with rival networks developing in Asia,
Europe, and the Americas. Economies like Australia and
Taiwan—competitive exporters of critical inputs to manufactured goods—will need to navigate the competing interests of these rival networks.
China anchors one of these nascent networks, with the
Dual Circulation and Made in China policies driving Chinese domestic self-sufficiency, and integrated supply chains
(whereby Chinese firms and state-owned enterprises invest
in sources of supply of strategic inputs in overseas jurisdictions). China has targeted global dominance in technology
and defence goods, including AI and renewable energy.
This network will be characterised by state-sponsored in-

policy initiatives include a focus on microchips, critical
minerals, onshoring manufacturing, and maintaining control of intellectual property and production capacity.
Other major value chain participants—including firms
in Japan, Korea, Malaysia, Vietnam, and Indonesia—are
increasingly balancing the competing needs and desires of
the rival networks. Like Australia and Taiwan, these players
will be increasingly pressured by both the United States/
Europe and China to pick a side.
Taiwan is blessed by its currently irreplaceable capacity for producing state of the art microchips. Taiwan hosts
semiconductor foundries that pump out around half of the
world’s microchips.12 Taiwan’s biggest company—and the
world’s biggest source of latest generation microchips—is
Taiwan Semiconductor Manufacturing Company (TSMC).
TSMC’s nearest competitor in terms of chip fabrication is
South Korea’s Samsung, followed by China’s SMIC, whose
technology is an estimated ten years behind TSMC’s.13 The
United States recognises the central importance of TSMC,
and successfully courted the company to set up manufacturing facilities in the United States (in Arizona,14 in addition to existing facility in Washington state).
However, the United States has effectively blocked
TSMC from supplying Chinese firms (including Huawei,
which had relied on TSMC for inputs to its massive 5G

vestment, infrastructure upgrades (many under the auspices of the Belt and Road Initiative) profitable relationships
for participants, and an expectation to toe the Chinese line
on a range of strategic and symbolic issues.
The United States and Europe are steadily developing a
rival web of production. This sphere is becoming increasingly characterised by sustainability, environmental, and
labour standards, a focus on intellectual property and research and development—and a stated aim to “strategically
compete” with China. This strategic competition carries
more than a whiff of geo-strategic—and potentially military—positioning. Similar to China’s approach, EU/U.S.

TSMC headquarters in Silicon Valley Source: Adobe Stock
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networks) with microchips.15 “Made in China” ambitions
notwithstanding, observers doubt that Chinese firms can
establish enough cutting-edge fabrication capacity to fully
obviate the need for TSMC’s chips any time soon.
This U.S. recognition of the central importance of
TSMC—and therefore Taiwan—lays bare the challenges
that Taiwan will face in the coming years. Chinese firms
will seek access to TSMC’s chips, while the United States
(which owns much of the intellectual property [IP] embedded in these chips) will do what it can to keep them out of
the hands of Chinese state-owned enterprises.
TSMC’s proprietary production technology, contract
production of American IP and importance in global
semiconductor manufacturing make it a critical strategic
chokepoint for the global manufacture of anything that requires microchips. Managing the competing needs of major customers—and the governments of the jurisdictions
that host those customers—will occupy both TSMC executives and Taiwanese policymakers for some time, as will
weighing the market opportunities and strategic trade-offs
represented by closer involvement with the U.S./EU and
Chinese value chains.
Australia, on the other hand, risks being disadvantaged
in both of these competing global value networks.
China’s resolve in punishing a range of Australian export industries is now evident, even when such actions
have caused material injury to Chinese interests. The message is clear: where China can find alternative sources,
Australian products are not welcome—at least until Australia falls into line on a range of issues, including Taiwan,
Hong Kong, Xinjiang, and foreign interference laws.16 Even
Australia’s “irreplaceable” export, iron ore, appears to be
at peril; China is committed to reducing steel production,
increasing recycling rates, and developing alternative iron
ore sources.17
Meanwhile, the United States and EU are debating and/
or introducing a range of environmental regulations that

16

“China’s resolve in punishing
a range of Australian export
industries is now evident, even
when such actions have caused
material injury to Chinese
interests.”
have the potential to impact Australian exports. The EU’s
Carbon Border Adjustment Mechanism (CBAM) effectively proposes the levying of a carbon tax at the border for imports of commodities from jurisdictions that do not apply a
carbon tax commensurate to the impost borne by EU producers. In its proposed initial form, the CBAM only targets
iron and steel, cement, fertiliser, aluminium, and electricity
generation, but it is certainly possible that it could eventually be extended to cover other Australian exports such as
red meat, coking coal, and copper. Even in its current form,
the measure could disadvantage Australian iron ore—not
much is sold directly to the EU, but steel made in China,
India, Korea, and Japan from Australian iron ore could be
penalised on entry into the EU market.
For Australia, the challenges include meeting the environmental and social requirements of the U.S.-EU value
chains, while managing the growing demands of China.
Pursuing these competing aims while keeping the Australian electorate onside will be no easy task in the years
ahead.

Shared Challenges, Shared Opportunities
Mid-sized global traders like Australia and Taiwan have
limited capacity to influence these broad global trends;
however, there are some policy actions that may help navigate these forces.
1. Greater engagement through global and regional co-

Trade and Supply Chain Issues for Taiwan and Australia

operation mechanisms

menting Australia’s place in Taiwan’s value chains will bring

Taiwan and Australia do not yet share a preferential

benefits for both sides and may involve more than just re-

trade agreement—mutual membership of a bilateral or

sources. Education, shared research, and development and

regional pact may help to increase two-way trade and in-

two-way investment are all areas that could deliver greater

vestment and provide opportunities for coordinated poli-

benefits.

cy action to meet current and future challenges. Taiwan’s
application to join the Comprehensive and Progressive

3. Continued policy initiatives to support diversification of both exports and imports.

Agreement for Trans-Pacific Partnership (CPTPP) should

Both economies should continue efforts to diversify

be assessed on its merits. A stated aim of the CPTPP is to

their export markets, but also to help their importers de-

welcome new members that can meet its high standards of

velop alternative sources of supply for important products

liberalisation. Needless to say, likely geopolitical fallout will

and inputs. Redundancy is no longer a dirty word, and hav-

need to be understood and managed.

ing a plan B will become increasingly important as major

Both Australia and Taiwan benefit from an open rulesbased global trading order, so it is in both economies’ inter-

economies try to tie smaller players more exclusively into
their value chains.

ests to continue to engage at the World Trade Organization

4. Ongoing efforts to separate trade and economic is-

and on plurilateral initiatives such as digital taxation and

sues from geo-political strategy, recognising that relation-

environmental goods.

ships between economies will always be multi-faceted.

Other mid-sized and larger economies share the chal-

Open trade settings benefit outwardly focused econ-

lenges faced by Australia and Taiwan. By promoting dia-

omies like Australia and Taiwan. The more trade and co-

logue with policy makers in Japan, Korea, ASEAN nations,

operation are separated from geopolitics, the greater the

and European economies, Australia and Taiwan can in-

returns. This will be easier said than done, but ongoing

crease the effectiveness of policy actions taken to manage

efforts should be made to focus on the parts of economic

this period of global economic uncertainty.

relationships—especially with great global powers—that

The Asia Pacific Economic Cooperation forum (APEC)

work, and leave political relations to the diplomats.

is one of the few fora that provide Australia and Taiwan
access to both the U.S. and China, as well as to a group of
other mid-sized players who share many of the concerns
outlined in this paper. As well as the annual leaders’ meeting, APEC provides multiple functional committees that
allow line agencies and ministries from each economy to
discuss and cooperate on technical issues.
2. Increased economy-to-economy links between Taiwan and Australia.
As Australia seeks technological cooperation with
like-minded economies—and as Taiwan’s advanced manufacturers seek access to critical minerals—there are po-

“As Australia seeks technological
cooperation with like-minded
economies—and as Taiwan’s
advanced manufacturers seek
access to critical minerals—there
are potential opportunities for
greater cooperation.”

tential opportunities for greater cooperation. Further ce-
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Australia-Taiwan Trade:
2022 and Beyond
Ching-Mei Maddock

Taiwan has long been a quiet success story for Australian business, and those with Taiwanese backgrounds

indicates the important part hydrogen can play in Taiwan’s
efforts to transition to green energy.

have long been part of the Australian cultural tapestry. The

Taiwan’s consumer market is also a strong supporter of

current population of Taiwanese Australians is unclear, as

exports of Australian products, in particular those which

many third-generation or older Taiwanese families identify

faced instability in other markets over the last two years.

simply as “Australian.” In 2016 the number of first- and

The high quality of Australian products is recognised by

second-generation Taiwanese Australians was estimated at

the rich food culture of health-conscious Taiwanese con-

between 45,000 and 55,000.

sumers. Despite fierce competition from American and Eu-

Despite some opinions to the contrary, two-way trade

ropean suppliers and imposts of significant Taiwanese tar-

between Australia and Taiwan is both valued and valuable.

iffs, Australia has developed an $800 million export market

Australia is Taiwan’s 11th largest trading partner. The value

for premium food and wine.

of total bilateral trade reached US $11.252 billion in 2020.

While the Australia-Taiwan trade relationship is going

Taiwanese investment in Australia is put at US $2.76 bil-

from strength to strength, a formal agreement is needed to

lion.

take our shared prosperity to the next level. In that regard,

For the entirety of its existence, the Australian Taiwan

Taiwan is a natural fit for the Comprehensive and Progres-

Business Council (ATBC) has led dialogue between the

sive Agreement for Trans-Pacific Partnership (CPTPP), of

two governments. However, such dialogue has usually been

which Australia is already a member, and trade with Tai-

conducted between departmental officials with no direct

wan under that agreement would deliver an immediate

contact between senior leaders. But times are changing,

boost to Australian exports from sectors across the econ-

and high-level agenda setting has begun.

omy. Membership to the CPTPP is open, and Taiwan has

In July 2021, the inaugural Australia-Taiwan Hydrogen
Trade and Investment Dialogue saw Australian and Taiwanese trade ministers participating in the first ministerial-level dialogue of its kind. The development of an Australian hydrogen export market, requiring high-level input
from both sides, recognises the confidence placed on the
future for the Australian hydrogen market in Taiwan and

“The high quality of Australian
products is recognised by the rich
food culture of health-conscious
Taiwanese consumers.”

Ching-mei Maddock is the CEO of the Australia Taiwan Business Council Ltd, and this paper is an adapted version of reports submitted to the
Australian Government by the ATBC, with supplementary commentary from the author.
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applied and is prepared to qualify by dropping tariffs and
cutting red tape.

export market at AUD $12.3 billion.
Taiwan’s

macroeconomic

forecasts

indicate

sta-

ble and sustained GDP growth, with a positive out-

Australia-Taiwan Trade Today

look for consumer spending and imports supported by steady appreciation of the Taiwan dollar.

Australia-Taiwan trade is conducted on the general

As shown in figure 1, Taiwan’s economy maintained GDP

trading terms agreed amongst World Trade Organisation

growth of 2.98 percent in 2020, with 3.8 percent growth

(WTO) members in the absence of specific trade agree-

forecast in 2021.

ments. Despite tariff and other trade barriers present under

Taiwan was just outside the world’s Top 20 economies

these terms of trade, Australia’s commercial and economic

in terms of nominal GDP in 22nd place (with Australia in

relationship with Taiwan has grown to record volumes of

14th place). In terms of GDP as a product of power pur-

two-way trade and investment with further potential for

chasing parity, Taiwan ranked in 19th place behind Austra-

growth.

lia in 18th place; and in 2021 Taiwan is projected to rank in

Trade and investment between the two economies has

18th place ahead of Australia in 19th place.

grown significantly over the last decade to reach record
highs in 2019, with Australian merchandise exports to Tai-

Taiwan is Ready for CPTPP Membership

wan over the previous five years growing at about 10 percent per annum.

The CPTPP is an important Free Trade Agreement:

Australia is Taiwan’s 11th largest trading partner, with

members adhere to a comprehensive trade governance re-

total bilateral trade value having reached US $11.252 bil-

gime for treatment of goods and services including intel-

lion in 2020. There have been a total of 119 Taiwanese in-

lectual property, environmental management, and e-com-

vestments in Australia valued at US $2.76 billion. Taiwan

merce standards. Taiwan is internationally regarded as a

has grown to become Australia’s sixth largest mechanised

dependable trading partner with a firm commitment to
international norms and the rule of law.

Figure 1: Taiwan’s GDP growth from
1995 to 2021
Taiwan GDP growth

Taiwan designated a minister without portfolio in 2016

12

to oversee the Taiwan Office of Trade Negotiations and co-

10

ordinate inter-agency reforms to meet the requirements
for CPTPP accession. Eight of the twelve reforms iden-

8

tified to achieve compliance with CPTPP standards have

6
%

been implemented or legislated to date, with the remaining

4

3.8

2

four legislative amendments expected to be ratified without
controversy.
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Table 1 contains a summary1 of the status of reforms
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frameworks meet the requirements of CPTPP rules.

Taiwan GDP growth
Source: DGBAS, Bloomberg, Macrobond, ANZ Research

Source: DGBAS, Bloomberg, Macrobond, ANZ Research
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Table 1: Status of reforms for Taiwan’s accession to the CPTPP1
Implemented Reforms
Legislation/Regulations for Reform

Amendments Required

Relevant CPTPP Chapter

Statute for Distant Water Fishing

Preventing overfishing and limiting
excess fishing capacity

Environment

Extending data exclusivity to new
indications of an existing medicine

Intellectual Property

Ordinance to Govern Investment in the
Operation of Foreign Flag Fishing Vessels
The Fisheries Act
Pharmaceutical Affairs Act

Strengthening / Establishing a patent-linkage system

22

Cosmetic Hygiene and Safety Act

Removing permit number and
registration number labelling requirements for cosmetics to receive
marketing permit

TBT Annex C Pharmaceuticals

The Plant Variety and Plant Seed Act

Extending the protection of rights in
plant varieties to cover plants protected by international conventions like
UPOV

Intellectual Property

Agro-pesticides Management Act

Extending the length of protection for
data exclusivity from 8 to 10 years

Intellectual Property

The Postal Act

Defining postal mail (post monopoly)
items by value or weight

Cross-border trade in
Services Annex B Express Delivery Services

Trade and Supply Chain Issues for Taiwan and Australia

Anticipated Reforms

Legislation for Reform

Amendments Required

Relevant CPTPP Chapter

Patent Act

Stipulating a basis for patent litigation in response
to the introduction of patent linkage
(Extending grace period from 6 to 12
months: Completed in 2017)

Intellectual Property

Copyright Act

Empowering prosecutors to actively bring charges
against severe copyright infringement

Intellectual Property

Trademark Act

Stipulating criminal penalties for counterfeiting
trademarks or
Collective trademarks labels

Intellectual Property

Draft Digital
Communications Act

Enacting a new law to prevent spam email

E-Commerce

Source: Compiled by the Taiwan Office of Trade Negotiation

Taiwan’s performance as a reliable, trustworthy contrib-

would offer significant trade opportunities for Australia by

utor to the global community, an international trader, and

expanding access to an established export market where

a key player in the global supply chain underlines the suit-

Australia does not have a trade agreement.

ability of Taiwan to contribute to the success of the CPTPP.

The ATBC expects Australian exports to Taiwan, a de-

The assistance Taiwan has rendered to partners across the

veloped East Asian economy, to receive a meaningful stim-

world to manage their response to the global pandemic has

ulus from trade liberalisation under the CPTPP. Economic

reinforced Taiwan’s credentials as a good global citizen.

modelling clearly indicates that further expansion of the
CPTPP membership will realise significant benefits for

A Second CPTPP Boost for Australian Ex- Australia.
ports
Global supply chains are becoming less reliable due to
the pandemic and other global issues. Taiwan is the perfect
Australian exports to CPTPP members demonstrably
boomed after the CPTPP came into force, with Australia’s

regional partner for Australia as we look for trusted suppliers to support Australia’s hi-tech manufacturing future.

2018 trade data outlining significant increases in Austra-

Taiwan’s membership of the CPTPP trade deal would

lian exports to Japan (25.2 percent) and Malaysia (25.6

boost Australian exports, facilitate better access to Taiwan’s

percent), and across CPTPP partner markets (an average

technology suppliers for Australian firms, and unlock new

of 14.4 percent).

business opportunities in Australia according to a recent

These figures reinforce that the CPTPP is an important

submission made by the ATBC to an Australian Parliamen-

trade agreement which eliminates more than 98 percent

tary Inquiry on expanding the membership of the Com-

of tariffs on trade. Taiwanese membership of the CPTPP

prehensive and Progressive Agreement for Trans-Pacific
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“The assistance Taiwan has
rendered to partners across the
world to manage their response
to the global pandemic has
reinforced Taiwan’s credentials as
a good global citizen.”

through trade liberalisation with Taiwan. Leading Austra-

Partnership (CPTPP).

intent to seek accession to the CPTPP agreement and has

lian dairy exporter Richmond Dairies Pty Ltd has developed significant export markets in Taiwan, across Asia, and
the Middle East and has provided their support to Taiwan’s
accession to CPTCC.

International Support for Taiwan’s CPTPP
Membership
Taiwan has notified CPTPP member economies of its

Taiwanese membership of the CPTPP would offer sig-

commenced informal consultations seeking support for a

nificant trade opportunities for Australia by significantly

future application. Japan’s Chief Representative in Taipei,

expanding access to an established export market where

Mr Hiroyasu Izumi, stated in December 2020 to Taiwanese

Australia does not have a trade agreement.

media that his “main task” was to assist Taiwan to join the

Growing Agricultural Exports to Taiwan

CPTPP. Japan is a leading CPTPP member, and these public comments are a significant indicator of Japan’s disposition towards CPTPP membership for Taiwan.

Australian food, beverage, health, and lifestyle products

After a formal application for accession is received,

are recognised for their high quality in Taiwan. Improv-

CPTPP rules indicate that a Working Group will be es-

ing market access through trade liberalisation will unlock

tablished from among member economies to consider the

significant potential for export growth for Australian busi-

next steps in the accession process. The Australian Gov-

nesses in the agricultural and specialist health sectors.

ernment should direct its agencies to submit regular and

Taiwan CPTPP membership and the resultant tar-

comprehensive briefings on these developments to ensure

iff elimination would create significant opportunities for

that the committee’s recommendations are responsive to

Australia’s agricultural sector, by improving the competi-

growing international support for Taiwan accession among

tiveness of Australian firms against other Taiwan market

CPTPP partners.

leaders, in particular New Zealand and the United States.
Taiwan CPTPP membership would equalise price competition for Australian firms against New Zealand competitors, which currently enjoy a low-/no-tariff regime
under a New Zealand-Taiwan trade agreement signed in
2013 (ANZTEC). Taiwanese CPTPP membership would
also create an advantageous tariff environment for Australian products against U.S. products which are imported on
World Trade Organization terms.

“Economic modelling clearly
indicates that further expansion
of the CPTPP membership will
realise significant benefits for
Australia.”

Significant business opportunities would be created
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“Taiwanese accession to the
CPTPP would accelerate
Australia’s national
capacity to deliver Industry
4.0 initiatives, support
innovation and develop its
domestic economic capacity
in high-tech fields.”
11 Member States signed the CPTPP on 8 March 2018 Source: Thailand’s Department of International Trade Negotiation via Flickr

Taiwan’s role in Australia’s National Innovation and Science Agenda

Australia-Taiwan Financial Sector Links
Australia has proven an attractive destination for the

Taiwan’s membership of the CPTPP is expected to su-

Taiwan banking community, of which ten institutions have

percharge the significant complementarity that exists be-

established a presence in Australia. Australian firms in-

tween Australia’s National Science and Innovation Agenda

cluding Macquarie Group and ANZ maintain a presence

and Taiwan’s 5+2 Industry Innovation Plan.

and operations in Taiwan. CPTPP rules establish a cohesive

The Australian Government’s Digital Business Plan,

regime to manage cross-border financial services, includ-

Modern Manufacturing Strategy, and other Industry 4.0

ing banking, insurance, and funds management. Taiwan

initiatives will require deals with trusted, high-tech suppli-

CPTPP membership would facilitate greater opportunities

ers to come to fruition. Taiwan has established itself as a

for Australian financial services exports to Taiwan, as well

trusted technology supplier of choice to the United States

as promote cross-border investment in both markets.

and other partners.
Taiwanese accession to the CPTPP would accelerate

Taiwan in Global Supply Chains

Australia’s national capacity to deliver Industry 4.0 initiatives, support innovation, and develop its domestic eco-

Taiwan has adopted an economic diversification policy

nomic capacity in high-tech fields. Priority fields in both

(the New Southbound Policy) to encourage greater trade,

Australia and Taiwan include:

investment, education and research links with ASEAN,

•

advanced manufacturing

South Asia, Australia, and New Zealand. Under the policy,

•

food and agribusiness

Taiwan is pursuing regional and bilateral trade agreements

•

medical technologies and pharmaceuticals, and oil,

as a national priority, including membership of CPTPP and

gas, and energy resources.

new FTAs.
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Taiwan’s pursuit of such agreements reflects the fact

could also reinforce the critical high-tech supply chains

that it has the highest participation in global value chains

necessary for Australia’s future prosperity. Trusted technol-

among current CPTPP members, as shown in table 2. The

ogy suppliers are critical to build connected infrastructure,

high percentage of imports from Taiwan by CPTPP mem-

5G, and the Internet-of-things ecosystems which will be

bers demonstrates Taiwan’s tightly knit relationship to the

ubiquitous in Australia’s smart industry future.

CPTPP value chain and indicates the significant value

Australia should establish a process or mechanism to

that CPTPP membership would unlock for the Australian

enable identification and consideration of these opportuni-

economy through liberalisation of global supply chains.

ties for Australia, and to maintain ongoing consideration of

Table 2 - Supply Chain Participation
Rate, as percentage of total exports (2017)
1. Taiwan

67.6

2. Singapore

61.6

3. Malaysia

60.4

4. Vietnam

52.3

5. Chile

51.9

Source: Taiwan Office of Trade Negotiation

The trade war between China and the United States,
involving Australia and Taiwan, is increasing prices and
making raw materials hard to obtain—threatening the positive trajectory of domestic and international activity.
Thus, global supply chains are becoming less reliable
due to the pandemic and international friction. Taiwan
is the perfect regional partner for Australia as we look for
trusted suppliers to support Australia’s hi-tech manufacturing future—including, importantly, the Taiwan Semiconductor Manufacturing Company (TSMC).

Ongoing Considerations of the Australia-Taiwan Relationship
Opportunities for strategic cooperation between Australian and Taiwanese firms include global health security,
high-technology applications including 5G, trusted supply
chains, and regional infrastructure cooperation.
Deepening our economic relationship with Taiwan
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the Australia-Taiwan relationship into the future.

Conclusion
The

Australia-Taiwan

business

relationship

has

gone from strength to strength in recent years.
Even so, the best days of the relationship are ahead of us,
with trade liberalisation as the most obvious step to unlock
the next level of trade and commerce between Australia
and Taiwan. Tariff relief would dramatically improve access to Taiwanese markets and supply chains for Australian
businesses to export, innovate, and succeed on the global
stage.
It highlights the benefit of Taiwan’s membership of the
CPTPP for Australia: an immediate boost for Australian
exports, new growth opportunities for Australian businesses in Taiwan, and the bolstering of Australia’s national
priorities for resilient supply chain and trusted technology
vendors.
The Australian government should give its full and favourable consideration of these matters, especially as there

“Taiwan is the perfect regional
partner for Australia as we look
for trusted suppliers to support
Australia’s hi-tech manufacturing
future.”

Trade and Supply Chain Issues for Taiwan and Australia

is not likely to be a bilateral Free Trade Agreement (FTA)
or Economic Cooperation Framework Agreement (ECFA)
between Australia and Taiwan, due to Australia’s One China Policy and tensions with Beijing. The current applicants
of the CPTPP are the United Kingdom, Taiwan, and China.
With the United States, the Philippines, and South Korea
also being touted as possible future members, there is nevertheless discussion of what the implications for human
rights and trade, not to mention “geo-economic” considerations will be if Beijing is successful in its bid to join the
agreement.
Australia maintains a significant trade surplus with Taiwan, and our highly complementary economies mean there
is minimal direct export competition. Taiwanese membership of the CPTPP will supercharge Australian exports to
Taiwan and is a sensible next step in the relationship. Increased trade with Taiwan will also contribute to Australia’s national pandemic recovery. Bilateral and multilateral
trade arrangements involving Taiwan are consistent with
Australia’s belief in trade liberation and diversification.
A new trade deal with Taiwan will give Australian farms
and firms the boost they need right now, while reinforcing
the trusted high-tech supply chains that every Australian
will rely on into the future. With Taiwan ever more deeply
embedded into the global economy, Australia only stands
to benefit from a stronger, deeper, and freer trading relationship with our friends in Taiwan.

Notes
1

Available at “Report for selected countries and

subjects, October 2021.” World Economic Forum. Last accessed December 6, 2021. https://www.imf.org/en/Publications/WEO/weo-database/2021/October/weo-report.
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